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By applying engi-

neering technology 

to medicine...

...the catheter professor ai-

ka's group created has saved 

so many people's lives!

finally!

the time has 

finally come!

since mechanical engineering has 

an image of soot and dirt...

...and it's not very pretty, 

there aren't many girls!

within that solitude, 

I continued my battle!

let us welcome her on 

stage! 

professor aika ueno!

aika ueno (21) 

mechanical engineering major

I'm so happy! praise me 

more! compliment me 

more!

I can't stop 

grinning...

miss ueno!

wake up! 

miss ueno!



I cannot have you sleep 

here, miss ueno.

keiko iwai (31) 

assistant professor of 

mechanical engineering

...

I'm sorry. I was up late 

simulating an experiment, 

so...

Ahem! the same can 

be said for other 

students!

just because you are a 

lady does not mean you can 

be excused for sleeping in 

class.

I wasn't planning on 

making excuses...

in order for women 

to succeed in male 

dominated mechanical 

engineering...

...we must work 

as hard as we 

possibly can!

uhh, 

sure...

please be careful 

from now on, 

alright?

i'm sorry...

right! let's keep 

working!



Aoyama University of Tech-

nology Graduate SChool

looks like I'm staying 

the night in the lab 

again...

*second day of 

staying over

It looks so good! 

piyoung is so disturbing-

ly tasty.

honestly, there should be 

regulations on instant yakisoba 

noodles.

huh...?

...?

ahhhhhh!



why are you so 

surprised by me? 

how rude.

ahhhhh! It talks!

I'm triple e! I'm a health care 

robot from the future who 

came to help...

...humans who will 

contribute to human-

ity's future.

You're from 

the future...?

bloodshot 

eyes!

fooling your 

sleepiness with 

caffeine and 

energy drinks!

just what 

do you think 

you're doing!?

You've been re-

searching for 16 

hours!?

yeah...

but if I don't, I can't keep 

up with the male re-

searchers.

you dummy. It's foolish to 

try to keep up by cutting 

down on sleep!

It's a huge loss for humanity if 

you work too hard and end up 

harming yourself in some way.

plus...
plus what?



what is this 

abomination!!

It's piyoung...

that's not what 

I'm asking!

I want to know why you're 

eating something as unhealthy 

as instant yakisoba noodles!

I needed something to keep me 

motivated through tough times...

unbalanced nuitrition and too much 

salt, oil, and preservatives are making 

you unhealthy!

eeeeeek!

you're supposed to be 

researching catheters 

but your blood is so 

clotted!

If I can't eat what I love, what 

am I supposed to have as my 

reason to live...

I'm only asking you to 

quit instant noodles.

listen.
I'm just saying that while 

it's okay to enjoy it once 

in a while, too much is not 

good for you!

then, I can eat it 

sometimes!?

If you must, aika. 

In that case, can 

you promise me to 

eat healthier?

Okay, then! 

I'll go from eat-

ing it every day to 

once a week!

that's still 

a lot!

by eating healthi-

er, my condition and 

sleepiness will get 

better, right?

...



remember, if you don't 

get enough sleep, your 

brain functions will 

decrease!

huh? is that 

true?

Only sleeping for six 

hours a day for ten 

days is equal to staying 

up for 24 hours.

It leaves you with the same 

cognitive capabilities as 

after drinking one to two 

bottles of japanese sake!

concentration, awareness, 

judgement, memory, calcu- 

lation,logical reasoning...

that's because you're 

not exercising!

but I can't fall asleep. I get 

nervous thinking about all the 

things I need to do...

...it all decreases. 

most of all, it makes 

you think negative 

thoughts!

do you understand now? 

losing sleep is the worst 

thing for an academic

sure...

huh?

humans broadened their 

brain functions through 

walking and traversing.

In your case, you need to exer- 

cise.If you exercise 30 minutes a 

day with intermediate aerobic and 

anaerobic loads...

...you'll be able to sleep 

better!



a healthy diet, exercise, 

and sleep! If you want to 

obtain creative research 

results, these are 

elementary!

yes, sir!

I understand... 

I promise to lead 

a healthier life...

very well.

but what am 

I supposed to 

change?

I guess I can help you 

go over your 

schedule.

with that... 

the improvements to my 

lifestyle began!

salsa rice bowl with 

avocados and quinoa plus 

some salmon

from that day 

forward...

...I started working 

out.

I started eating a 

balanced diet...

...and made sure 

to sleep well 

every night.

at the lab, I would concentrate 

to my fullest on my research.



aoyama University of Tech-

nology Graduate School

aika's doing 

well recently, 

huh?

...

good for you, aika.

If you're leading an 

unhealthy research life...

triple E might show up right 

in front of you, too.

A few months later

Please give us your comments.   https://forms.gle/NjTo1V1yeJZCgD3e9
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